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MAKING MUSIC
NAIJOGRAPHIA

 A band makes music; the making of the band is poetry: anarchitectural, 
anatopological syntax in correspondence. How can you make the making of 
the music sound good? 

Fred Moten, come on, get it!

Society exists and flourishes through creating networks of support and collaboration that sustain the 
rhythm of daily existence. Community is an orchestration of constant collaboration. It is not seamless as it 
ties people together through their similarities and differences, knotting here, unknotting there, yet always 
becoming something more. Mtu ni watu.      

The logic of weaving is simple: an arranged encounter of two distinct sets: warps and wefts. Each thread 
— the colour, thickness, texture and placentation — is counted before and must be accounted for at all 
times in the weaving process. Although weaving and dressing the loom are acts of absolute precision, the 
pattern-drafting relies on coincidences, accidents, speculation, availability of material, and the affinities of 
its makers. 

We live in a time when the structures and systems that are meant to bring people together drive them 
into hyper-individualism. A perfect example of this can be found in the education system. The teacher is 
an unquestionable authority who hands out readings and assignments to be done by individual students 

who will later be tested and graded. Reading is, in the words of Ground Provisions, 
outsourced and privatised. Society rewards the best and the brightest, and reminds the 
individual: Ulipita kwa ile gate pekee yako, na utatoka pekee yako. 

In music, there has been a steady dissolution of bands over the years and members 
striking out, hoping to catch their big breaks. It is Mike Rua, king of One-Man Guitar, 
singing “Wiiko! Wiiko!”  Where are you? The mugithi is a train and the driver takes the 
credit away from the tiny components that make up the engine (the band) that allows 
motion and movement. We are constantly reminded that mtu nikujitegemea. 

Making music, especially for a band or group, is the entanglement of accidents and 
possibilities that collide, fall apart, are lost, and come together again during the time of 
the making as they make and remake time. Voices flounder in the beginning, the melody 
wobbles, a miscalculated beat becomes the answer to an unannounced riddle, and the 
entanglement continues, not seeking disentanglement or separation, but harmony that is 
found in the making. We do not begin making music, we only continue what has always 
been, pushing the scale back and forth, higher and lower, always on and on. 

Listening to and with others, imagining and making together is a practice that grows out 
of vulnerability and enquiry. We are willing to share our deepest feelings and thoughts 
as we ask what we will result from the making. Wanakuboeka Feelharmonic arises out 
of such enquiry. Fred Moten poses the question: How can you make the making of the 
music sound good? We pause, listen, and repeat the question among us.  

The routes to the making of the music are as different as the people who come into the 
making are different. What are we making? We make conversation, we read with and 
to each other, holding on to the words, losing other in moments of absentmindedness 
and reflection. We eat, drink, walk, talk, and dance together since we remember that the 
pleasure in making together is greater than an outcome we know not. 

As we thought of how to go about these liner notes, we listened to music, we stayed in 
silence, we read together and in that reading we came to Ornette Coleman who tells us:

When our group plays, before we start out to play, we do not have any idea what the end 
result will be. Each player is free to contribute what he feels in the music at any given 
moment. We do not begin with a preconceived notion as to what kind of effect we will 
achieve.

Ornette speaks of the unshackling from the tradition that is possible only through free 
group improvisation. There is no lead solo, we find each other in the music and in the 
poetry we make together, creating and dissolving meaning. We think of what it means 
to be free in this neoliberal heteropatriarchal world. Making together does not attempt 
to change the world but it could be a node among many seeping into the structures that 
maintain the dehumanisation of others, eating away and weakening oppression. In co-
imagining, we seek to make our present better as we imagine a different future and make 
towards its realisation. It lives in multiple forms across bases, street corners, WhatsApp 
groups, e-mails, text messages, in conversations with friends, family, and even strangers. 

Another question to ask would be: how do we make the making of music contagious? 
Come, let us imagine freedom together and make it sound good.  
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THE CHOIR
C A R E Y  B A R A K A PLAYLIST

1. Muungano National Choir — Kaunga Yachee

2. USA For Africa — We Are The World*

3. NHIF Choir — Merimela (cover)

4. Ladysmith Black Mambazo — Chaingang

5. H_Art the Band — Uliza Kiatu*

6. Boston — More Than a Feeling

7. Kleptomaniax — Tuendelee

8. Marvin Gaye Jr. x Tammi Terrell — Ain’t No Mountain High

9. Kus Ma x Shappaman x Tiri ft. Collo — Chafua

10. Clean Bandit — Come Over

11. Just A Band — Usinibore

12. Jackson 5 — Love You Save

13. Boomba Clan — Chonga Viazi

14. The Beatles — Here, There, Everywhere

15. Safaricom PLC — Niko na Safaricom

16. The Faces — Ooh La La

17. Blu 3 — Nsanyuka Nawe

18. The Temptations — My Girl

19. Jamnazi Africa — Odiero

20. The Supremes — Stop! In The Name of Love

21. Sauti Sol — Awinja

22. Queen — Don’t Stop Me Now

How do we make the making of the music sound good? Who is the we in this 
question? Is the we a group of listeners who discern the goodness of the music? 

Or is the we the group, the musical ensemble, who seek to make the making of the 
music good together? The choir has been with us for centuries: See the hymns of 
Mesomedes in Ancient Greek, and the choruses in the plays of Sophocles; See the 

choir in Christian folklore, and the promise of heaven as a state of the believers in a 
choir singing praises to the Almighty forever and ever; See the Gregorian chant and 

read about its suppression by the Catholic church.

How do we define the choir? A way of defining it, a way I like, is to look at it, to listen to it, as four (or 
more) different voices playing together in harmony towards achieving a communal feeling. A communal 
feelharmonic. Alto on the extreme left, tenor coming next, then bass, and soprano to the extreme right. The 
order is important, since a shift in the positioning of the singers leads to a different perception of the sound 
by the listeners. Tenor to the extreme left, bass coming next, then soprano, and alto to the extreme right 
sounds different to Bass to the extreme left, soprano coming next, then alto, and bass to the extreme right 
sounds different to Bass on the extreme left, alto coming next, then bass, and soprano to the extreme right 
sounds different to all its other permutations.

Listen to the folklore of the choir. The sound of the choir in Kenya is of a group of people in matching 
vitenges, people arranged neatly in an arc with the bassists at either end, people singing with synchronized 
gestures, people singing along to a conductor with playfully-orgasmic hand movements. Maybe a matatu too 
is music and the conductor is, well, the conductor. Observe Onyi1, a conductor on the Number 44 route in 
Kisumu. Onyi shoehorns passengers into his choir that ought to be a 14-member choir, but in reality is an 
18-member choir. He cajoles the existing members of the choir to create room for more members pointing 
out, “Si sisi wote ni familia?” And so the family grows, and after we sing for a bit, Onyi asks, asks so politely 
and softly and sweetly he may not be asking, for your choir dues, and because you do not want to break your 
poor choirmaster’s heart you do not risk not paying your dues. And we sing, sing in the joy and feelharmonic 
of Onyi’s choir. Is this a choir? Is Onyi’s choir a choir? Are matatus choirs? Are matatus music? Yes, if 
everything is music. But doesn’t that delegitimize music as something special, if everything is music? The 
goal then is to find a definition of music where Onyi is a choir master and his music, our music, is music.

An article in The Economist in February 2018 highlighted an astonishing discovery, that an exceedingly 
high number of popular music, popular here meaning songs appearing on the Billboard Top 100, are 
collaborations. Collaborations between hip-hop artistes and RnB artistes and rock artistes. In this way, 
history repeats itself, cycling us back to the 60s with The Beatles and The Beach Boys and The Motown 
groups and all the other groups. The Sauti Sols, and the HArt the Bands, and the vitenge choirs, and the 
collabos, and the air bands, and the secret choirs, and the barbershop quartets, and the acapella groups and 
the groups of men singing about love in the rain, and the Boniface Mgangas and the NHIF choirs, and the 
African Children Choirs. All these are who we are.

How’s this for a song: Nakuboeka FeelHarmonic is a collaboration between different artistes, some of whom 
are collaborations between different artistes. The choir maketh the choir maketh the choir maketh the choir.  

1  Not real name
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EPISTASIS OF THE CITY
MICHELLE ANGWENYI

Epistasis: “a form of  gene interaction whereby one gene interferes with the phenotypic 
expression of  another…gene (or genes) so that the phenotype is determined effectively by the 
former and not by the latter when both genes occur together.” 1

Epistasis in genetics is often explained by genes being turned on, or turned off, by other genes. 
Pathways of  interacting genes that web out into networks are all in a constant on-off  rhythm, 
perhaps something akin to blinking lights, or even, a music score, the sound as the resultant 
phenotype. There are absences, silences in music, or pauses, notes that are returned to. There’s 
an epistasis there: and extending to the sounds, or the rhythm of  the City–– what don’t we 
hear, and what do we hear instead? BM asks about the absences in music. In this City of  daily 
heartbreak (heartbreak, with the sort of  pause that does not enhance, but that disturbs rhythm), 
how do we let the music in? What of  the complexity of  music do we let in?

 “a hempstead woman
 gently peels the sugar of  her lover’s kiss from the salt of  his last good-bye
 spoon feeds me her homemade tonic of  loss
 in the honeyed space between a cappella breaths.” 
     – John Lomax’s Recording Machine, 19932. 

In one of  Tyehimba Jess’ poems that chronicle the life of  an imprisoned black musician, 
Huddie Ledbetter (Leadbelly) in the America of  the first half  of  the twentieth century, this line 
from John Lomax’s Recording Machine, 1993 embodies a pause of  epistasis: “in the honeyed 
space between a cappella breaths”. There, in that space, is a womxn, her healing, her love, her 
labour. We should know enough, by now, of  the invisibility/hypervisibility of  womxn, the 
pause in the epistasis of  the city, the switched off  without which the city would not function. 

1 Rieger, Rigomar, Arnd Michaelis, and Melvin M. Green. Glossary of  genetics and cytogenetics: classical and molecular. 
Springer Science & Business Media, 2012.
2 Jess, Tyehimba. Leadbelly. Verse Press, 2005.

Image on page 8 & 11: Bethuel Muthee

Symbols:  
—| turns off; —> turns on

An example: 
A —| B —> C —| D
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Who populates the pauses? Wairimu Muriithi, in reference to Fred Moten’s impossible 
domestic, asks of  this: “how does that change the ways we draw, maintain and understand the 
connections and disconnections between our heartbreaks?”

More questions: where in the city or from where do things start and stop each other? what 
else doesn’t get seen, what gets lost/presented, and at whose expense? What follows what? 
Or what simply follows? What came before? What influences from a point of  non/pre/post-
existence?

The practice of  loving, desperately, the unspeakability of  music, is found, in part, 
in our neurobiological and physiological and intellectual response to that music and 
music makers. Our neurobiological and physiological and intellectual response to the 
deep boom, clap, blip, which is untracked and everywhere and seeping into us and 
emanating outward and beckoning friendships and starting fights and teaching and 
storying and moving and keeping a beat (offbeat) and heartbreak. 3 

How can you make the making of  the music sound good?4 

I imagine an extension, a translation, of  the rhythms we fall in love with in music, and 
especially their gaps, spaces, stoppages, in their untrackedness and everywhereness, into 
the dendrites of  the city’s networks, and I imagine a strengthening of  the memory-work 
and creative work that silence does, an anarchive practice, a word brought to me via the 
document Alexis Teyie shares, which goes on to say: “the traces…are reactivateable, and their 
reactivation helps trigger a new event which continues the creative process from which they 
came, but in a new iteration”.5 

This, from McKittrick and Weheliye: 

“But I do think that the conditions of  being black—the experience and living memory of  the 
abyss, to borrow from Édouard Glissant—has opened up attachments to musical narratives-
genealogies-sounds that we should pay attention to.” 

And this, from what Jess writes of  Leadbelly: 

“…i twist the 12 screws that line stella’s head so i can howl in double dropped D, the key 
that lemon always said unlocks the grave’s trapdoor and drags the devil up from his harem to 
shiver between the strings.” – july, 1933: leadbelly receives lomax at angola prison. 

They read adjacent to each other, reflect off  of  each other, and offer a glimpse into music 
that, even with all its pauses, even with all its epistasis, is synaptic, (a word Wairimu reminds 
me of) allowing for impulses to cross over, and cross over again, and again, so that we don’t 

3 McKittrick, Katherine and Weheliye, Alex. “808s and Heartbreaks”. Propter Nos 2:1 (2017).
4 Moten, Fred. come on, get it! The New Inquiry, 19th February, 2018, thenewinquiry.com/come_on_get_it
5 http://senselab.ca/wp2/immediations/anarchiving/anarchive-concise-definition/

forget, so that we do not assume that pauses, that silences, are blank. 

“I heave memory,
want, and will

against lung until
the soul’s meat

surrenders, makes way
for the knee-buckle

load mined
from each moaner’s
private graveyard

of chance.”
 

- the song speaks. 
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09.06.2018

Alex:  FYI.

A few stray thoughts, but as far as points 
of entry:

1. Network/ed ecologies: Fernand 
Deligny's idea of tracings: 'wander lines'/ 
mapping drifting, motion*etc.; & of 
course, D&G's //rhizome//

2. The Anarchive 

Using above to think thru music (/
making) as democratic, but also partial, 
in flux//pure means// - rhythmic sway. 
Anyhow here's something: dove + worlasi.

Thank you for the notes you shared.

Michelle: epistasis of the city:

concept from genetics where certain 
genes in pathways turn others on/off. can 
be mixed in any number of ways:

Symbols:  

—| turns off; —> turns on

An example: 

A —| B —> C —| D

without a functional A, B gets turned 
on, C gets turned on, D gets turned off. 
absence of A = absence of D. Another 
example: functionless B means C gets 
turned off, which means D gets turned 
on. absence of B = presence of D. In some 
cases, presence of D turns on B, in a 
feedback loop that continues processing 
the on/off mechanism from within the 
system. 

14/06/2018

Wairimu:  I’m thinking about how A—| B—>C—|D could work in 
conjunction with McKittrick’s/Weheliye’s (human+ machines + 
human heart) x rhythm <—>technology

So idk how Math works, I have a question

Can you replace A, B, C, and D for me with real life things? Is it 
possible?

Like (and these are just random words) 

Finger —|Lamp —>Fairy Lights —|Toaster

Michelle: I want to see how rhythm could be added because it’s the 
music bit that moves things into the tech space, yeah?

W: In some ways, yes. When I was thinking about music and 
technology, I was considering the various technologies that oscillate 
between criminal and non-criminal due to what’s going on around 
them: so cars, radios, speakers, urban technologies over the years 
(buildings and their uses), jikos, sheesha pots, etc. I’m not exactly 
sure what synapses they turn on and off? Do they have anything to 
do with pauses and unpauses? I think you’re asking the questions 
that I didn’t ask, but tried to signal towards possible answers anyway. 
So what comes before—what does that turn on (through technology, 
heartbreak, personhood and subjectivity in/of the city) in a gathering 
space like Pangani influence, maybe not even before, but after (after 
what, I don’t know. After we overthrow the oligarchs maybe?)

M: Alright, I’m seeing it now. I like that you introduced the idea of 
the synapse, which, if I remember correctly from that neuroscience 
class I failed, is a kind of signal transmission point/ connection point/
joint.  So maybe we could ask what pauses/ breaks is interrupted 
(heart-breaks? Failed tech signal transmission?) at the connection 
to cause the oscillation? And not necessarily in a bad way, or even 
a good way, just where does the influence change, and how does it 
change what it’s changing? Like a building, what it’s changing? Like a 
building, what connection broke years ago/ is breaking/ will break to 
to shift its use?  

In short, maybe: in Pangani, what shifts (pauses/ unpauses) 
the direction in technology, and music, buildings, associated 
paraphernalia, because it has been turned off/ on/signal interrupted/ 
joint broken (or their opposites)? And what does this direction 
say about the turning off/ on that we can’t see, esp. in form of 
“unseeable” people: womxn, disabled, queer, etc, who have been 
orchestrating shifts/ pauses/ unpauses (or whose life is series of 
shifts/ pauses embodied in the fractures of the city)
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PANGANI: DIS/ORDERING HEARTBREAK
WAIRIMU MURIITHI

“A city plan is to construct a narrative view of history as a march in one direction; 
towards an inevitable progressed end point.”
       —Jepkorir Rose, Untitled

“But we had already seen how landlords and self-employed women kept Nairobi 
orderly for years.”
   – Luise White, The Comforts of Home: Prostitution in Colonial Nairobi

1899: Nairobi, 
a camp on the trading route on the way from Ukambani 
to Mombasa to Ukambani to 
anywhere in between

1899: Nairobi, 
a pause along a growing railroad on the way to 
Somewhere Else

1899: Nairobi,
panga3/ˈmæŋɡə/kt/weka vitu kwa utaratibu mzuri/
Pangani/one of the first African settlements/
arrange3/əˈreɪn(d)ʒ/verb/adapt (a musical composition) for 
performance with instruments or voices other than those originally 
specified
Pangani/the order of sanctuary and heartbreak
The city un-plan

How do you make the making of the music feel good
(in this place
in postcolonial cities steadfastly maintaining the tradition of raced, classed and gendered 
segregation?) Dis/order your answers until you find 
“a technology, or boom, of blackness that organizes itself through heartbreak.1” 

“In the first entry of Ngirimaa in social consciousness, Roba Oteraw says of 
Ngirimaa as ‘nusu mtu nusu hayawani,’ loosely translated as half [humxn] 
half ghost; ghost here represents the world created by sense understanding of 
the world itself. These conversations on reaction to the world become ghosts 
that invade half our humanity, and becomes.”

            —Kamwangi Njue, The Ngirimaa Manifesto

1 Katherine McKittrick & Alex Weheliye, 808s and Heartbreaks Images: Bethuel Muthee | Pangani & Skyworld
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1938: Nairobi
Pangani’s final demolition
for the greater good of order,
a Master Plan2 

What if we imagined the city ‘s origins as a site of black queer liberation? Ngirimaa 
demands that we pay attention to that which is still haunting, to that which is extra-human, 
to that which is not the oppressive order of citizenship, to the impossible domestic – 

the one who does the labor of the house that is constitutive of the economy 
and yet remains irreducibly outside of the economy and the house, not just 
as stranger, but as outside the law, outside of the law’s protection even if 
open to the law’s assault. This is what I mean by criminality—the status of 
the outlaw in all of its constitutive force in relation to the law, the house, the 
commune, the family; the status of the outlaw in all of the deconstructive 
force and danger to the law and the house of its ordinary imagination. This 
criminality is essential and historical. The outlaw, the impossible domestic, 
is before the law but not subject to it because not under its protection. She 
is, rather, the law’s object or, more precisely, the thing or gathering or vessel 
of and before the law, up ahead and destructive of it. She can be prosecuted 
but she cannot and chooses not to prosecute. Citizenship is denied to the 
thing who denies citizenship. She enacts an ordinary apposition to, a denial-
in-abolition of, citizenship. The impossible domestic apposes the citizen-
subject.3 

How does that change the ways we draw, maintain and understand the connections and 
disconnections between our heartbreaks? I am curious about what we can learn from 
Pangani’s historical modes of dis/order, of incidentally arranged playlists blaring from 
dozens of speakers, 

    1970s: Nairobi
    A. A. Mithaiwalla’s moves 
    from rickshaw to building

Every day, after dark, the parking lot at A. A. Mithaiwalla’s turns into one of what the 
Standard topographically and criminologically identifies as “miraa chewing slots.” This 
is where uncountable heartbreaks gather to take the work day off – we are employed, 
unemployed, semi-employed etc. Scents and sounds mingle: here, exhaust smoke, there, 
drunken laughter, here, some fresh coffee from Mathe, there, Mejja trying to sell Amina’s 
scarred sufuria to Mathe4 , here, someone yelling at the car about to scratch his car, there, 
here, a whiff of double apple, here a fainter one of herb, there, honking, hawking, hacking 

2  Andrew Hake, African Metropolis: Nairobi’s Self-Help City
3 Fred Moten, Uplift and Criminality
4 Marcia Griffiths feat. Busy Signal – Automatic (Keeping It Real)

coughs, here, a radio, here, another radio, here, where Marcia Griffith’s love is automatic 
but Busy Signal’s giving her a stick shift, there, a burning clutch, there, chicken on a grill, 
here, plain clothes policemen chomping on digital, here, a gentle negotiation on how not 
to hit that guy’s car, there, four women call for another sheesha pot from the cabin of their 
pick-up, here,
     
     2017: Kenya
     Health Minister Cleopus Maillu cites 
     Public Health Act Section 36(m) as legal   
     grounds to ban the distribution, sale and use 
     of sheesha

so now here, a criminal anew, there, another criminal, there, those stalls are illegal, here, 
the scent of Kiwi Mint slowly withdraws into its sudden wrongness, there, a strip of 
darkness where the young Somali men took pots apart and put them back together clean, 

here, even the music is unmuffled by the comfortable cloud of smoke. Impossible 
domesticity, has shifted, her definition as fluid and as vague as the fumes that once 
lingered – Where do we look for the ghosts of this place now? How do you make the 
making of the music feel good when feeling good will land you in jail ?
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studio 44
NEO MUSANGI

this is not how we die.

we learnt to bury each other with dry eyes

(after we cried all the tears for people we didn’t even know)

*we cry mostly for ourselves*

“usha’ahi enda funeral ya artist ukaanza kuimagine n’ani next?”

Blak Odhiambo, Chora Mistari Series, Mixed media on Vinyl records.
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of what is ‘crystal camel’ a sign? 
Crystal camels, pl. 
= line along which Arab and Kamba traders in <British> east africa meet vibrates 
along same frequency as the zone where the Namib dunes slink into the ocean
= adhana ya mwadhini mskitini// when men tell me what-to-do-how-to-be i 
prefer it sung//
= in the style of wooden board, saltwater; say also: concocted, in a manner of 
flying 
= Francis Bebey, n./adj./v.
= wingu la tisa

Ritournelle
Crystal camels tracing a route across the Sahel, the Namib.
To begin with, how do you say Bedouin? Fold your mouth, arrange those lips, 
say: Bedouin. 
Try, 
VAST.
VAST.
essayez. 
VAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Hit.
Blow.
Lick.
That’s a note right there.

Just be cool as a cucumber...

 
Ritournelle
What happens when music dies? //passes away// of what is ‘dead song’ 
a name?
One song we know is dead: Awilo Longomba’s  Coupé Bibamba. It died 
the year I turned 11 and learned the word <interstice> 
Here’s a lesson then: obedient instruments make partial, undemocratic 
music. Something else: you ever listen to Somali music from the 70s and 
80s? Fuck.
Qadiijo Qalanjo is reason enough to stay gay. Victoria Jazz Band + 
Eartha Kitt.
That’s passed on too.
Trying to start from the end lakini wapi mkomo jameni? 
Mtribu, mwanamuziki - mtu wa mkono, sema tuskize.
The quality of light when you’re about to die sounds like broken logics. 
I smelled it eight times. The fifth time it felt like sudden slack, like a 
dome unfurling in my throat, like the call to prayer strummed on a faulty 
oud:::::
I am asking you: how durable are incidents of music. How vulnerable 
the occasions? 
As resilient as foam on the ocean’s skin.
Sounds like tamarind.

</>
Interruptions x flow<>rhythmic sway || radical incapacitation

i dwell in the soundpoem. i make of it a nest. it makes of me a home. in 
this home my margin of maneuver is wider. i say, where in this body are 
the ghosts of awilo longomba buried? in other words, what paths did i 
not know to take? what musics passed me over?
longitudes. intimations.
there are interstices. there are circuits we might dispatch deceased 
music on. 

i’ll start over.
there is a man by the name fernand deligny. all my walkings, my 
comings and goings are tinged with the trekking of fernand deligny. 
deligny is the ancestor i didn’t ask for; feet making music, strolling 
through under beside e/motion, webs of language-free philosophizing. 
i could say, music in flux. music=pure means. i could say, agamben, 
derrida, deleuze mara nani nani. 
skiza: rhythm compensates. 
ablatif. 
ablative case; removal, separation. \taken away\
ablat-
fernand deligny worked at a pitch my mind can hear. the question i am 
posing is one of modulation; making is taking away. making is undoing, 
sucking, paring, loading.
refrain. re/strain. 

i dwell. i make. i home. i maneuver. i ghost. i buried. i de/compose.

<BOOMba Train>
an atonal insha

 A L E X I S  T E Y I E
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the point is not franco. the point is not franco. the story is jolie detta. 
now, a year before this studio project started to come together, LAYILE was 
released. if you spent any time in a small town in kenya, you have got to 
remember the guys who used to walk around na radio mkebe promoting music. 
ati kelele. wacha nikuambie: in Mumias, i believed in jolie detta. 
haya basi. 
LAYILE: vocals by Jolie Detta, Malage de Lugendo, Franco. Guitars: Dizzy 
Mandjeku (solo), Franco (mi-solo), Gégé Mangaya (rhythm), Mpudi Decca (bass). 
Percussion: Dessoin. <never ever forget Dessoin, either. he was on the ‘87 record>
alright, where is jolie detta? jolie detta made makes music that wiggles, that 
slithers through, that filters and penetrates, that subsumes. 
subsumption is good, i think.
alright, let’s talk about the congolese webwork in nairobi that made the sound of 
kenya dreaming manifest. lakini kuna genge? kulikuwa na kapuka?
acha hizo. the women of tpok jazz, hao wanatambua what i mean when i say 
if-this-then-that has no place in music; wanatambua an echo of a song is an 
aperture we can nest in.

</>

issa is jolie detta mwenye alipenya. \\but he was a man i guess\\
boomba train inamove on which tracks hadi wa leo? let’s say, plexus. pengine 
hata: wander lines; a lattice of drift.

manze dj umetubeba!

//UMSEBENZI.IMISEBENZI//
Wafanyikazi, wanamuziki.
dove + worlasi

</>

what’s the refrain here. there’s certainly no bridge. but i can try. fuel/fool 
conjectures.
takuboku ishikawa writes somewhere:

“Why do you sing so? I asked her
in the dream.
She answered
with a drunkard’s rosy smile,
“Because it is better than crying.”

kazi ya selekta ni nini? anaorchestrate encounters. anatuorient. anatuchenga. 
anatubore. Anatuchongoa. anafacilitate petty resurrections. ndo hivo. 
pia anatufunza na kutufunzua \\ati lamba nini?\\
track list ni archive yake. archive imelenga stress; archive yenye hujikuna ijipatapo 
\\ukifinywa, finyika\\

</>

DJ HEBU WEKA TRACKY
hey you, are you a member?

hivo ndo kunaendaga

</>

TUMEKUJA KUHAKIKISHA KWAMBA SPEAKER ZINASIKIKA

</>

MR EAZI says pour me water.
he also says baby dey confuse me wit dat bumbum.

i am inclined to trust him. give me my portion.

</>
things to do in nairobi when drunk: 
drink more at Sipper’s. 
sing along to MR GOOGZ in club sixty four. don’t pick up a random.
eat bhajia at a fish and chips. don’t buy the fish.
call someone you won’t have sex again to listen to their skiza tune. please hang 
up.
sleep on an old classmate’s carpet. don’t play remmy ongala tafadhali.

</>

all the musics that have been wasted on me:
-
-
-
-
-
haya, sasa mi nilifunzwa hivi: usiache mbachao kwa msala upitao.
mziki zilizonitupa, zilizoniruka, zilizonikashifu, zilizonikemea, natema hiyo mate 
mbaya.
musics i haven’t possessed, that passed me by (tractor in sugarcane plantation; 
baby rubbing against face; crisps crisps crisps; socks on floor; soap squelching in 
dish; light on yellow curtain; lover’s beard against thigh etc.), i owe them nothing. 
enda nauende! this is how i am oriented in this robbery/negligence: TUKULE 
HEPY ALAFU TUFUNGUE SAKAFU.
niache. i know how to prepare maiti wa musics for funeral: bathe, white shroud. 
vitu ka hizo.
mashallah.

</>
What did jolie detta give up for franco/le T.P.O.K. Jazz? 
wololo. how do i say salat al-janazah for jolie detta’s singing?
astaghfirullah.
in 1987, an LP came out: (Le Grande Maitre) Franco - Baniel - Nana & le T.P.O.K. 
Jazz. 
four tracks. 
this is the order:
1. Les "On Dit" 
2. C'est Dur la Vie d'Une Femme Célibataire
3. Je Vis Avec le P.D.G.
4. Flora, Une Femme Diffiçile
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How do you make 
the making of music 
sound good: a call and 
response

ROSIE OLANG'

Tune noun/ melody
Tune verb/ adjust

adjust yourself towards receiving /kushika signal/

This structure- being able to listen - adjust and appropriately 
respond - to be in tune 

-Among the musicians
Inherent in the structure of jazz - the head is the melody/the tune
Improvisation and solos - to tune/to adjust to each other

-An audience musician interaction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrLqs-NXulc. Most noted 
around minute 1.55

I don't think it counts as music but thinking of story structure; 
hadithi hadithi/ hadithi njoo
or wasee wasee/eeeehhhh    wasee waseee/eeehhhh this call and 
response make the audience ready, a pregnant expectation

-An internal exploration
grounding the music - imbuing them with memories, histories, 
a place, a symbolic significance changes the song - the feeling 
attached to "my song"

-An interaction with space/ an interaction with technology 
possibly too/radios etc
Explored this visually.

3 surface studies.

Ros i e  O l a n g ' ,  m i xe d  me d i a  co l l a g e s
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Also thinking about instrumental music as 
poetry. Trap beats, electronic music. Etc etc

Carey chimed in with thoughts on how both 
music and poetry have rhythm and in that case, 
is there to be a hard distinction between the 
two? Thinking about the poetry of the Quran 
and the recitation of it that is lyrical/musical - 
Is this music too, poetry???

Tying this to the understanding of Iblis as 
the most musically talented angel, and the 
suspicion of music in Islam.

In thinking about good music, Pearl spoke 
about this power being present in how much it 
makes you feel. Colloquially “A big mood”

Thinking about Janelle Monae’s ‘Dirty 
computer’. Pearl to possibly also look at 
identity, and the process of the making of this 
album. Her originality with the concept of an 
emotional picture.

Thinking of the process as being just as 
important as the finished product

Carey also spoke about the transparent and 
metaphorical aspects of lyrics in music.

Spoke about a Luyha hip-hop artist rapping 
about Ugali, a surface meaning and a deeper 
meaning

Another hiphop song on Kalenjins wearing 
leather jackets?

Carey also spoke about his interest in choirs

A coastal MP, who was in a choir, music and 
politics crossover

Possibly add the link to the song: Kaunga 
yachee.

Choirs of the 80’s and 90’s 

The NHIF choir

Also spoke about the increase in collaborations 
in music.https://www.economist.com/graphic-
detail/2018/02/02/popular-music-is-more-
collaborative-than-ever

Enkare Review 
Meeting: 05/27/2018
How can you make 
the making of music 
sound good?
Initial thoughts:

Rosie was thinking about one song in 
particular

Colonial mentality: 

1. Original by Fela Kuti (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=O3zHgktQGDE)

2. Cover by Kokoroko (https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=zUnKDK1iklo)

Thinking about structures of jazz and afrobeat

A sense of the instruments having a 
conversation with each other and later uniting 
for the chorus

A sort of call and response

Also constant underbeat running through the 
song

Also thinking about the poetry of wind 
instruments, forming music out of breathe/ 
in some languages breathe has a double 
meaning to mean spirit too. Thinking about 
Biblical references of breathe and life-giving.

Also, this band is headlined by 3 black 
women- “just sayin”

Also thinking about the poetry of making with 
hands.

Improvisation in music and feeling for a beat 
until a solo emerges.

Also, thinking about Audre Lorde’s ‘The erotic 
as power.’

To think and to do, to think and to feel 
(from the article) - and tying this to ideas of 
sensation without feeling.

Blockquote from ‘The erotic as power.’

For the erotic is not only a question of what 

we do, it is a question of how acutely we can 
feel in the doing. Once we know the extent 
to which we are capable of feeling that sense 
of satisfaction and completion, we can then 
observe which of our various life endeavours 
brings us closest to that fullness.”

https://www.cds.hawaii.edu/sites/default/files/
downloads/resources/diversity/SisterOutside.
pdf

Carey spoke about ideas of music formed by 
orchestras and the multiplicity of instruments 
in this making.

Also thoughts on Moonrise kingdom??

Also, what is the definition of music? What 
constitutes music? What constitutes good 
music? Thoughts on the sounds and lyrics of 
street vendors. Is this music? To this regard, 
Carey to create soundscape by Friday/
Saturday to share

The nature of bragging in hip-hop

2002 Gidigidi Majimaji - Unbwoggable https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcIDTiqzJ0s

Translates to who can scare me, no one 
can scare me. Carey pointed out how this 
was a political anthem for NARC, a Kenyan 
opposition party in the 2002 elections.

Bank Otuch - Vicmass Luo Dollar & 
Octopizzo https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UAgJUEJg3so&list=PL157qsPL-
rmaYekypBVaI98FxWPCFXWvq

This entire song is basically Vicmass Luo Dollar 
bragging about how he has so much money 
that the bank has broken.

Koome spoke about ideas of art as therapy. 
Taken by the article by Osunde on healing 
with movement and interested in this from a 
narrative standpoint, to further explore this 
and circle back by Saturday.

Pearl spoke about the boundaries of poetry 
and music. Currently listening to the Iliad and 
the Odyssey and noted that they were singing. 

Rosie also spoke about her interest in album 
covers, no angle yet but I really enjoy this 
image. The opening image of Bi Kidude.

Still to be explored because copyright is real 
guys

Other possible ideas

• A collaborative playlist on Soundcloud

• And /or Individual playlists housed 
somewhere on the internet. Idea 
is stolen from this.https://www.
facebook.com/pg/DearWhitePeople/
photos/?tab=album&album_
id=2926423520830229

• Also maybe a pieced together video. 
Concept from Just a band Probably 
for lovers https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DtUCvSepH94

• What are the possibilities of having a choir 
at the exhibition-Asking for Carey. :)

Homework for everyone

Read/skim through the articles form the email. 

Add your thoughts to this doc.

Also, may we aim to always be as honest as 
Prince, watch the first two minutes

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jbGfT8O8KtQ

 Perhaps the most important new element 
in our music is our conception of free group 
improvisation…Today, still, the individual is 
either swallowed up in a group situation, 
or else he is out front soloing, with none of 
the other horns doing anything but calmly 
awaiting their turn for their solos.

 Ornette Coleman, Change of Century    
 liner notes
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for vigeti…
K A M WA N G I  N J U E

The day John Karani and Charity Karimi played Klepto's Tuendelee, I was there. When Nyash wished 
"Kaa ningekuwa msanii wa sanaa..." I also recognized its familiarity and how far we can let our minds 
wander, from Nazizi trying to make her parents understand that she wanted to be Kshaka. How 
different people would wish for different things and make them as important on wax as real life was 
intriguing to me. Such and such things made up my night's thoughts. Then it would get interesting 
when you would learn the history behind Tuendelee. And you would imagine what kind of  animal 
Chiwawa might have been for him to be wished such a wrath. Then when you'd hear him, you'd 
understand why one of the greatest song in East African's music scene, that also really key started the 
career of Kleptomaniax as a trio, means a lot to the Kenyan underground scene as it meant to the 
mainstream, with the latter not giving a fuck about who Chiwawa was. Brathe, chokaa sana. Then we 
(as Hip Hop heads) we would realize that there are dudes from the Kapuka scene that you can't really 
fuck with. Say Nyash. Then the video was just too good. That's time we saw Collo's cheeky smile and 
dimples for the first time. We never even knew how long Nyash's hair was. But we knew other cool 
things. Like Kalamashaka. And I would imagine even Roba of Klepto trying to be Oteraw, and rapping 
along to his Tafsiri's lyrics.

Something of interest would happen in Tafsiri though. Johnny Vigeti wished for something. The 
earliest wish in the Kenyan Hip-Hop scene. Not bothering to reference the claimed old Mombasa raps 
that someone like me with all my connects can't seem to find anywhere because maybe the wax never 
existed or really, it never happened. But that couldn't prevent Vigeti from riding on a Ted Josiah beat 
and making a wish. He wished one day to be Ol' Dirty. (he also wished to be Puff Daddy, considering 
the time and place, such a wish is acceptable). Vigeti became Ol' Dirty. His innocence through his 
rhymes of then, sounding like just a kawaida Nai raps but only then we never had/heard a Nai rap, and 
we never knew what a beast Vigeti would become. So ODB of him. I remember the first time I saw 
Vigeti for real. The Vigeti after Tafsiri. The Vigeti even ODB would have wished to be. Jombaa. Jode. 
Vigeti. Johnny Kshaka. Johnny Vigeti of many names and many fames.

One time, in those days, when Kimya was trying to be more TZ than he could probably be, he used to 
to be a member of Kikosi Cha Mizinga, the mightiest. But his attitude was only meant for Nai life. That 
attitude would be interesting to TZ people, but they wouldn't recognize it as their own still, and Kimya 
knew he might have found a home in Kikosi. But then this one day something which might be true in 
most parts happened. Kilio Cha Haki was out. And Kimya might have had one of the best verses there. 
Even if it was me, even if I had rapped with someone else's style, which probably I would have figured 
that not even Vigeti would know whose US underground mc's style I had bitten like that, even then I 
would have walked with my chest out. I'm not sure I would have asked for a duel of some sort though. 
Or hangout with my best friend from Kikosi, Ibra da Hustla, around Dandora from TZ as "rap stars" 
and feeling as if you've seen it all. But I can say you'd seen it all. I still get envious of Kimya in TZ. I 

don't know what really happened there. But Kikosi Cha Mizinga wasn't people to fuck with. And Nako 
might have brought Ray C around the studio sometimes. Ray C looking sexier than we could have ever 
imagined. Or most of the times, go to Arusha and spark some with JCB. I always tend to believe this 
was before Kimya was tight with Nguchi. Before Richie came from States.

Then, in those days, a duel might have happened. That dope verse on Kilio Cha Haki might have really 
messed the amount of confidence one needs to have. Not counting Ibra getting the real Nairobbery 
treatment, shout out to K South (it's beautiful how Kimya is so different from his brother). A story 
is said that the same Dandora thugs that left with Ibra's jewellery and timbs, know where Sean Paul's 
phone went to. Ibra's jaws should have been almost dislocated. To feel how a Dandora fist might feel 
like. This is NaiRaw, not Dar. 

Every time I see Hiram, I can't even be able to ask him about the duel. I'm not good enough for men 
that experience that type of wonder in their lives. Hearing things like "Shhhhh.... Niko na Hao nyingi 
kushinda ma boyz wa Mike Rabar/infact ni sha kuwa mkimbizi na John ndo naitwangwa" as one of 
the first human beings on the planet is the greatest of all privileges. And better yet, when you would 
hear that, you wouldn't have heard the rest of the verse yet. When the world would be responding to 
Jay Electronica or how far Black Thought set himself apart from just a normal rhymer, we had already 
experienced such great heights of immeasurable pleasures from Vigeti.

Still on the "duels": A story is also told of how Kimya & Ibra wanted to join Maumau Camp so 
much. But Mau didn't want none of dat doe. That's why Kimya and Ibra felt like they could improve 
themselves by going against Vigeti. A scene took place. Vigeti just sat on the corner, smoking his weed, 
as Ibra and Kimya recorded their verses (again, imagine yourself being Hiram). That's why other great 
things that Hiram heard that day like "wakaushe... " put into perspective to a lot of things "....wame-
freeze joto wanadai fulana, temperature zimepita za huko Mombasa na mbali sana..." Kimya's verse 
hadn't even been deleted by Mwaf yet, and things were getting really awkward at the stu! (Even now, 
Ghetto Radio doesn't play Kimya's verse in Punchlines Kibao.) But I really liked him. Kimya being 
Bamboo's younger brother meant a lot to me. Even at top 10 in Channel O's Emcee Africa, there was 
always someone better than him. the Lethal Dynamics of then, now the Abstract Omegas who does 
some crazy shit like to cinema out Trabolees to the world, Khalis of then, or Point Blanks. And Xtatics.

Vigeti then said "ni mambo na kumark territory, Kwa hivyo madogi za mitaa zingine hazikojoi mitaani 
hapa/kuifanya ngumu kwa huu jamaa wa yoyo ku-buy manga kunimwagia unga ili uone unga ya jogoo 
ilimwagikanga.... " Dude! Imagine Hiram's reaction. Or Ibra's. And Kimya's? I bet the latter hadn't 
known what crazy shit Kenyans would write. I bet he doesn't know how that chai jaba ad looked like. 
I've never watched that shit either. We never had TV. But I knew that line was mad if it's Vigeti who 
has used its reference to catch a body. 2 bodies and careers. That might have been the first time Ibra 
thought of quitting rap. Kimya was different, he moved on from such embarrassments so quick. So 
Inglewood of him. I wouldn't have cared either if my brother had made Nairobbery.

Hiram had also heard a Canibus' flow off Kimya's mouth. (To us, things like flows matter a lot) Not 
even Ibra da Hustla with the famous "bikra/Iqra" rhyme was safe from the onslaught. You don't rap 
like Canibus, not especially those times. (You never start your verse with "I drop flow like cannabis..." 
when you rapping like Canibus, and we know his name etymology.) The man ODB might have loved 
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to become had buried all that talk of let's join Mau and take over Nairobi shit. Some people are never 
meant to be challenged. Also, who wanna be in a team whose star, Vigeti, emcees like that? Not even 
Bamboo's brother.

Vigeti. It's Dec 2014, Kshaka minus Kama want to do a comeback. Kama watches through Facebook 
for updates from people like us. He wishes he was there. Everybody dreams about him being there. 
But Ondu was there, with his left hand man, Dante. The biggest Vigeti fan there might be. Don Pablo 
and Chao were there. Nzi. Blaze. Ondi while in YLM. And YLM. Ken Ring with his vampire eyes. 
I would imagine what Sean Price said when he first saw them. Oteraw had just forgotten most of his 
earlier Kshaka lyrics, and Kama wasn't there, he might have felt lonely. Because Vigeti wasn't a kid that 
you would love to hang out with without Kama being there. And not even Judge of Black Duo with his 
big brother role on the delicate Kshaka minus Kama could have saved Roba. Vigeti had all the energy. 
Roba looked frail. I wanted to tell my girlfriend to hug him. Don Pablo might have felt the same. While 
Vigeti was like "ni nini?, Oteraw was just smiling. He smiles like my big brother.

That night I had found Vigeti in the gents. And the bouncer was telling him not to use "it" here. I 
waited. But Vigeti being Vigeti, the ODB in himself, talked back like the whole of Nairobi is DFACEII 
(shout out to GREAM). The bouncer might have felt like Kimya. Or more like Ibra. And Vigeti kept 
doing his shit. Then went to the stage had did what he had to do. I wanted to be on what he was on so 
much. Men getting high kicks from things I couldn't understand troubled me. It was like Jackie Karuti's 
"There are other worlds they never told you about." The next time I saw him, he was so sober, in fact, 
he seemed not to know what Punchlines Kibao was. Instead of Chizzen, or Hiram or Kama or Roba, 
he had Ken Ring around him. And his new album entirely produced by Ken Ring was already out. The 
radio interviews and international collabos certainly gave Vigeti the confidence he needed to have. It 
was as if they were in Scotland's tour in the early days of Kshaka when they seemed so happy. And Ken 
Ring was around them. It felt as if they had just finished shooting Fanya Mambo. Which Channel O 
gave mad maaaaaaad rotations those days. It remained one of the biggest video for some months. It's 
still one of the biggest musical achievement in this side of Sahara, even after all those years.

Vigeti, BLESS!

BETHUEL MUTHEE

The Old Guitarist
( for N, at Pasara)

The narrow stairwell winds up in dim light 
while pop culture, frozen in time, watches 
or averts it gaze- smoking, dreaming:
Pulp Fiction, Boulevard of Broken Dreams,
Lady Day and them.

The quick facts to the presence before us: 
Picasso had lost a friend and churned loss 
so smooth it came out in placid blues.
He plays, or rests from playing, head bent
this man with long fingers,
             this sad man with eternity to play.

You smile. We laugh, 
pull each other close.
His eyes, his eyes remained closed

holding the guitar with a tenderness only music knows.
We walk down. The questions in my fingers want to reach out
and hold you how he holds his guitar- like a prayer

 that is only answered by dancing.
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Ngirimaa is a subculture of Naijographia. 

Ngirimaa is how to maneuver through entities of a world through 

aesthetics of a street corner. In the first entry of Ngirimaa in social 

consciousness, Roba Oteraw says of Ngirimaa as “nusu mtu nusu 

hawayani” loosely translated to half man half ghost; ghost here 

represents the world created by sense understanding of the world 

itself. These conversations on reaction to the world become ghosts 

that invade half our humanity, and becomes. Ngirimaa is becoming 

and how to become; Little Brother; ideas that never existed in one 

realm now linked - the bringing together of such - to become one, the 

becoming. Ngirimaa is how to metamorphose through co-imagining. 

Ngirimaa is re-making sense of Time, bending it to your comfort. 

Ngirimaa is marking Time facilitated by whichever space you’re in 

at any given time. How you imagine other spaces, the space that 

allows that, revisiting memories of spaces, contemplating others, co-

imagining… 

Ngirimaa is unfurling of time. Here already, you’ve lived as if everything 

has happened, Ngirimaa is what is happening at any moment, the 

Now and it’s relation to what has already been there, this can be 

other available spaces and how they shape ground for sociological 

and anthropological  theories of a place. (This is set to be continued 

at a later unknown date by an (un)known individual. This is due to 

the nature of learning and unlearning that characterizes Ngirimaa. 

Ngirimaa cannot be contained in a circle, it breaks boundaries and 

existing rules brought by academia and structural norms.)

THE NGIRIMAA MANIFESTO
K A M WA N G I  N J U E
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